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i think i tried to follow that guide about a week ago. i got to the point of pfself-update but i got weird errors. so, i just stuck with the pnatic update as it was easy and didnt take long.
the broadcom fix worked great. and once you get your wireless/ethernet working, you can go to the next step. sorry about the lack of support iatkos, ill look into your threads as they

come in and give you the support you need. thanks for the suggestions. theres actually a couple of threads around with your exact laptop so ill try to help and hopefully youll help
me in return. ok, so ill be the first to admit that the first attempt was a failure. i may have simply been lucky. it says the bootloader is invalid on the first partition when booting up

into os x but works fine in verbose mode, so thats good i guess. the next attempt i made, i booted into verbose mode and the efi utilities. i did not choose to update any efi
information, but it just did it. go figure. finally i rebooted, and did not have an issue. it still says the bootloader is invalid, but gives a bunch of major numbers in all lines starting with:

0x80000004. i have used vmware fusion for a while now, and i really didnt like the whole "boot loader not there" problem. when i did not have one, i never had a problem with my
host os, but i did run into the occasional, "partition needs cleaning" notification in some cases. i have not seen that recently, but for the last few months its there. for now, ill give it a
big break, and come back to it later. i went ahead and did the upgrade for good. i went through the checklist for 10.5.7 as well as 10.6 in verbose mode before/after the upgrade. i

followed the checklist exactly and rebooted into verbose mode but the boot loader did not show up. i followed the link you provided for the checklist and re-ran it and still no dice. so
i did a fresh install of 10.7. i followed the checklist and i made sure that the system was set for the right partition as an efi and i rebooted into verbose mode and the bootloader was
there and the boot flag was set. i've checked my disks for errors and there is nothing suspect. next thing was to make sure that the bootloader files were all the right size. they were,
so i rebooted into verbose mode and i listed the file system before the bootloader and it was the right size. i rebooted again and i went back into verbose mode and i compared the
file system of the original efi partition (the one that was re-created) with the one from booting into os x and they were identical, so the files and folders were all the same size. so i
restarted into verbose mode and i removed all of the boot data but my main efi partition still had the boot flag set and i boot into verbose mode and see all my partitions with their
boot data and i still have my efi partition set as a bootable partition. then i rebooted and i tried checking all of the major numbers in the efi to see what was different and i noticed

that before the bootloader, there is a boot flag. so i dont know what the deal is, but i think that the original bootloader was not being read because the first partition is not
recognized. i'm not 100% sure of this because i have changed the name of the efi partition on two occasions and tried to fix it. in those cases, i did the data fix thing, but it never

worked.
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sse3 is an advanced instruction set that allows you to build parallel computing into your applications. if your cpu
supports sse3 you should install iatkos v7 mac os x86 leopard 10.5.7 for pc (intel amd sse2, sse3). download intel
gmax3100 kext file for iatkos 10.6 here: in disk utility, click on your iatkos 10.5.6 install dvd and go to the utilities

tab. click on "unmount the disk". click on "reinstall mac os x". allow the disk to install. once it is finished, click on the
"restart" button at the top left. it will restart your computer. now it will ask for a default login password. enter it and
restart your computer again. if you had the same issues as before, it will ask you to login to your iatkos installation.

if it had installed successfully, you will be logged in automatically. if you didnt, click on "eject" at the bottom and
eject the dvd. if you are using an intel processor then you will be able to boot mac os x, and then boot back into osx
from the iatkos install disc (by holding down the d key during startup). if you are using an amd processor, you will
be able to boot mac os x, but then upon reboot your computer will automatically boot into the iatkos install disc.
you will then be greeted with the iatkos 10.6 boot menu. from there, you will be able to boot into osx. if you are

running os x 10.5.7 on an imac or macbook pro, please update to ios 4.3. iatkos v7 update the beta9 of the
operating system now and will provide a precompiled version of the update that will be compatible with osx 10.7. ok
so this is just a quick update for those of you who are visiting, and i’ll be posting another update when i actually get
it working.. i have made some incredible progress on my issue, and while it is still not quite working 100%, i’m fairly

optimistic that i can get it up and running without resorting to bootcamp or using the windows cd 5ec8ef588b
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